
SEYMOUR Dunn, who has made many fine
contributions to the golf game, is seen stand-

ing inside a canvas frame he made thirty years
ago, to show the actual path of the c1ubhead
during a swing.

This frame just shows the general track of the
c1ubhead but, of course, cannot trace the actual
track, as the c1ubhead weaves about in the air. It
loops as it changes from up to down.

In Ben Hogan's book, The Modern Fundamentals
of Golf, scribe Herbert Warren Wind and artist
Anthony Ravielli have tried to expand on this
question of the arcs, but it is difficult to give a
two-dimensional effect when working in one plane,
on paper. They have not succeeded any more than
I have here with my drawing (opposite) or Jim
Dante has done with his light in the dark (page
114).

Ben has been drawn with his head poked through
a huge inclined pane of glass, which goes from the
ball to behind his neck, and then he has shown that
his club stays all the time below or beneath this
pane of glass. I show this with a lady golfer.

Seymour Dunn had the same idea thirty years
earlier, but had the clubhead touching his canvas
frame. This had to happen because the clubhead
has no option; it cannot weave about, the canvas
holds it. The object was to show the angle of the
swing.

I do not think that these ideas help very much
in teaching golfers what plane they must follow,
but they do indicate how much study has gone into
trying to analyse the swing, through the years. I
think that my bird's-eye view - looking down on
the golfer, where the actual path of the club-
head has been traced, showing its relationship with
the direct line ball to the hole - is as educational
as these more complicated efforts.

My 'Picasso' is outstanding! It is not meant to
trace the exact path of any known swing, but is
drawn to show the general attack plan on the ball
by the clubhead in my case. The clubhead loops
backward as usual at point 1, crosses the up-path
at points 2 and 3, but still stays on the inside of
the line ball to hole, so that the hit is inside to out.

The clubhead can loop in all sorts of ways, and
does in actual play, but this is a general plan.



FULL SWING
POINT OF CHANGE

UP TO OOWIY................
This is a drawing of the path taken by the club for ••••
every golf stroke. The width of the arc in the down •••••
swing at the point A can be up to 12 inches or more /. ••.••••
narrower than the up swing, which to me always
debunks the straight left arm as a must in golf. ..-
Harry Vardon and ex-U.S. Champion, Billy Burke, :
were two notorious left arm benders who did not UP :-<--A---}

demonstrate the wide swing going up. They could '\\. 1
argue, 'why trouble to stretch out the swing when •
you are going to narrow it anyway coming down?' •••
So if in trying to hold your left arm rigid your •••.
game is suffering, have another think. •••••
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My 'Picasso' shows how the clubhead attacks the
ball. The clubhead loops backward at (1), crosses
the up-path at (2) and (3), but stays inside the line

from ball to hole. The slice action crosses this line,
coming from the outside .

f H;:E'<-- ~
OUTS/DE-TO-IIY PATH, ,cO/?.4 SLICE

ON the next page can be seen the path of the shows how the slice swing looks - an outside-to-
clubhead in the down swing. A light on the in hit is taking place. The ball will be pulled if the

clubhead and a light on the handle have produced club face is held down (or turned in) or sliced if the
white lines on a dark background. face is square at impact.

The change over of the clubhead from up to Note, too, how Jim Dante, the American pro-
down in seen in the little loop in the big white arc. fessional who does these demonstrations, has
The white line near the body shows how the hands allowed his right shoulder and his head to come up.
work as they come close to the body. This outside-in action is difficult to show when

This clubhead arc is much narrower than the photographed in this plane but seen in the hori-
arc made in the upswing - the clubhead arc zontal plane, my 'Picasso' (ABOVE LEFT) shows
going up would go right off the photograph. I much better the path of the clubhead. The slice
have shown this width going up in the drawing- action crosses the line coming from the outside as
photograph of myself in action, in a similar plane in the smaller drawing.
(ABOVE RIGHT). It must interest many golfers to Any golfer trying to avoid slicing the ball would
see how much narrower the descending arc really have to keep his shoulders facing the front -line
is, but it flattens out, of course, at the bottom in ball-to-hole, i.e. - and allow his hips to work
the hitting area, to attack the ball in 'the back'. separately from the shoulders. The faulty action of

LEFT: The end view (looking after the ball in the shoulders ruins most swings; golfers use their
flight) of the lighted clubhead attacking the ball shoulders because their hands and arms are weak.
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A WAY back in the early 30's - in 1931 in fact
1""\..- that great golfing figure Bobby Jones (R. T.
Jones, Jm.), decided to become a professional
golfer. He never became quite an active pro-
fessional in the full sense of the word, but he broke
the amateur code by earning money from the use
of his name on golf clubs, so that he automatically
lost his status as an amateur.

Bobby Jones (he prefers to be called Bob Jones)
also made a series of films, instructional films with
a sort of story in them, designed to help the average
golfer. They were entitled How to Break 90. This
modest title implied that a golfer could become
better than, say, 18-handicap with a little guidance,
and although Bobby Jones wrote many sound
instructional articles, I do not think he ever taught
golf extensively - if at all.

In Ben Hogan there is a parallel of another of
the very greatest players, who never teaches but
who has macle films and produced a series of
articles, The Modern Fundamentals of Golf, for
Sports Illustrated (later made into a book pub-
lished in England by Nicholas Kaye), in which he

Still correct to-day - they cannot swing better than
this. Bobby Jones in his heyday.

audaciously said: 'Play my way and break 80: So
we have two champions, a quarter of a century
apart, thinking of a ten-stroke improvement in the
value of their advice to the golfing world. I think a
sales angle inspired the 'break 80' line.

As I see things, it will be harder to break 80
'Ii la Hogan' than 'Ii la Jones'. Why would I say
this? I am not merely trying to stick up for the
hero of another generation, though I think Jones
might still rank as No. 1 on total championship
achievements (and after all he did retire aged
twenty-eight!), but to point out that his method
is the easy one, the natural way, as it were, to play
this trying game.

Hogan's method to-day - he had had several
since he broke through in 1948 -is quite a compli-
cated one and requires more than normal physical
strength and flexibility of body. And even he him-
self needs incessant practice to playas well as he
wants to.

The older method, as one is inclined to call
Jones's, is still really the latest thing, because while
it is classical, it is topical and still modern - like
the straight bat in cricket or the straight left in
boxing - and so will live on for ever.

When I studied photographs of the swings of
champions of nearly sixty years ago, I found much
evidence of the J ones type of swing; but there were,
curiously enough, examples of this Hogan action,
too!

There is in golf, one can truthfully add, nothing
new under the sun, but the significant change has
been in the mental outlook. The 'break 90' has
become the 'break 80' and, who knows, in time
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someone may come out with a 'break 70' slogan;
the public expect it!

One cannot say that the standard of play is
much better all round in golf just because millions
play now where thousands played a few years ago.
But there is no doubt that there are more good
players to-day, because of tougher competition.
This one has noticed in all athletics. I put much of
the responsibility for any real improvement no-
ticed in golf on the great improvement in the
equipment, balls, clubs, and even wearing apparel,
and maybe tonics and stimulants - as well as the
smoothing out of bunkers by greenkeepers in
championships after each couple and the filling in
of pitch marks and cleaning of the ball on the
green. The steel shaft, made by one big company
here, which has millions of pounds of capital
behind it, and a research department ever striving to
perfect it and improve production, has made a
great contribution to making golf easier to play.

People sometimes ask me why there is no com-
petition in steel shafts; one firm has nearly all the
business. The answer is that it is difficult to im-
prove on the best and any other firm would be
obliged to make a next best, or so it seems to me.

1 think that since Jones's day (steel shafts became
legal here in 1929; he retired in 1930 and won all
his honours with hickory-shafted clubs) every
golfer has had the same chance to acquire a
first-class golf club. Before that, super-quality
hickory shafts were 'rare jewels' and the profes-

Harry Vardon: no tension here; left
wrist under the shaft, like Jones.

sionals and makers of clubs sorted out these gems
and held them aside for their friends.

Whether steel shafts can continue to improve, 1
do not know. It seems as if the manufacturers have
almost reached the height of perfection, but as
research continues something yet might turn up
which is in some slight way better. Golf-ball mak-
ers are still trying to improve their already 'per-
fect' article, but the rules of golf limit their scope.
All the same, golfers get the benefit in the end.

I must get back to my swings. In a brief com-
parison, Jones, as Vardon did before him,
stressed the full cocking of the wrists, clubhead
forward at the top of the back swing, and the full
rolling over of the fore-arms in the impact area
as the clubhead was swung freely.

Hogan's methods, as his first significantly-
titled book Power Go({ indicates, are power
methods. A swing, surely, but somehow tighter
and more forceful; less graceful, too, in a way,
and demanding more strength, than that of the
older masters.

It is this accent on strength, so apparent even in
his latest book, which shows that golf the Hogan
way is a strong man's way, and that means one
needs incredible power in the hands, arms and
back. I question whether we all have that strength,
and to me good golf for the average golfer is easy
golf. Do not miss reading Ben's book, but read it
with the knowledge that the writer is a very strong
person with a grip of steel.

Bobby Jones and Glenna Collett (former American Ladies'
Champion) seated, with myself on the verandah of Bob's cottage
at Augusta National Golf Club, where he is Club President.
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OH, MY ACHING BACK!
CONTORTIONISTS ... SLIPPED DISCS ... AND 'JUST DANGLING'

THERE is a lot of strain in the golf game. The clubhead to overtake the hands. If the towing or
need for the highest degree of mental concen- tugging down from the top continued without

tration over an extended period of time 'kills off' some resistance somewhere, the clubhead would
the giants even more quickly than the physical never catch up with the hands and the body. It
strain of wielding a club at a great speed, with the would trail all the time.
body twisted because the right hand fits below the Now what sort of resistance can be found? I
left. have played with the maximum amount of hands

If the hands completely overlapped one over and arms in my swing all my life, limiting the body
the other, the game would be easier, because the action to the minimum so far as helping the club-
shoulders would then be level. But while this is head through is concerned. I have been content to
possible physically, from a point of applying let my arms take the body through.
maximum power and control it would be useless. I worked this out for myself in a way, because,

Just look at the photograph of Cary Middlecoff although slipped discs were not talked of in my
finishing his swing. Everything is twisted from the early days - possibly they were rarer, anyway - I
ankles to the neck, and it needs an extra strong, think golfers had a different angle on the swing
supple body to stand this strain, not only when and practised less and rode less in cars, and maybe
playing a round but also in the continual practis- they were tougher specimens, too!
ing. In an actual round a player of Middlecoff's Middlecoff has had back trouble for some time
power would play only very few full shots with now, and it is not surprising when one realises the
any chosen club, but it is the hours on the practice- twist he gives his body. Harry Weetman, one of the
tee which will take their toll unless contra- or game's really long hitters, possessing an exquisite
corrective exercises of some sort are done. touch around the greens, has had odd back pains.

The fact that Sam Snead's game is so smooth But I suspect these are more muscular than from
and yet so strong is due to his magnificent phy- spinal strain, because, as this photograph shows,
sique. He does regular exercises night and morn- he has a normal sort of position coming through
ing. The man from the mountains of Virginia has the ball. Photograph No. 3 shows him playing
long realised that physical fitness pays off. from 'open to shut'.

Just look at those arms! Slamming Sam has It can be claimed also that years ago, when I
'arms like legs' and two hundred exercises a day 'came in', players did not practise as they do now.
(with a spring-grip, with each arm) keep them like I often wonder how a glutton for practice like
this. Ben Hogan would have handled the hickory shaft

It is all very well to say 'sweep the ball away'. situation. He would never have hit as many balls,
But no golf ball was ever sent a long way without I feel, because the shafts, however good, would
some sort of resistance creeping into the swing - never have stood up to the 'bashing'. Even with
without hitting past the body and allowing the the power I had in my early days, when there were
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not enough hours of daylight in the day for me, I
found I had to have a practice set and a 'best' set
- a bit like the everyday suit and the Sunday suit.

This alone may have saved the backs of many
players, but I am now of the opinion that if contra-
exercises are done all along while practising-
stretching exercises particularly - the human body
isflexibleenough to take the toughest punishment.

I have landed on daily stretching in the easy way,
by using a telescopic expanding gym. bar which I
fit in a door frame and take everywhere I go. After
any spell in a slumped-up position, such as happens
whenreading, writing or golfing,just a few seconds
of hanging seem to get my muscles all rested and
relaxedagain and strengthen my back.

After fifty years of age, it is not a question of
looking for much improvement in one's physical
condition. One is grateful if one can hold one's
own, as it were. Golf is a great game, an ideal
relaxation for all, but played incorrectly it can
become tiring and can at odd times put a big
strain on certain sectors of the body. The lower
part of the spine and the left elbow are the two
vulnerable points in the golfer, I have found from
myexperience as player and teacher.

Teaching, as I do, that golf is a game of the
hands and arms where the club is swung and the
body is almost encouraged to follow, I feel that I
am guiding my pupils as far away as possible from
physical damage. But when the player wants to

hit full out, and so bring some resistance into the
shot, then trained muscles are needed, not only to
get good results, but to minimize the danger of
strains.

You see, it is as easy as this. If the hands are
under too much strain, the club just slips round in
the fingers. This happens, for example, when a ball
is hit outside the centre section of the club-face.
If there is too much strain coming on the ankles,
knees and spine, then the foot should slew round
and save the day. That is where the shorter shoe-
spikes have great value. I have used all lengths of
spike in my golf shoes from ordinary hobnails
to actual running spikes. But I am sure that long
spikes are dangerous for many elderly golfers,
for they are inclined to lock the feet in the turf.

If you are experiencing back trouble, I suggest
that you begin hanging daily, and then check on
your method and think of golf as a hand and arm
game - cut down the body work. It is safest to
consult your doctor, but orthopaedic surgeons and
professors of anatomy have all spoken to me of the
advantages of this regular stretching. We do not
stretch enough. Most animals set us an example on
how to keep fit by stretching. But few of us ever
stop to copy. I am sure that my own golf has im-
proved lately as a result of my 'hanging'. Do not
try to pull up if you are over forty; leave that to
youth. 'Just dangle to feel worth a million!'



HITTING AGAINST THE
BACK OF THE LEFT HAND

The left hand and impact positions that handicap
golfers seek; there is no club-slip here, beginners note.



LEFT: The inside of an ideal golf school I built in
Monte Carlo, on a spacious, well-lit floor above
the big cinema in the Place du Casino.
RI G HT : In my own net can be seen:

The bench for the teacher - most essential.
The automatic ball-teeing machine.
The basket for the balls.
The short and long weighted clubs - muscle

strengtheners and looseners.
The long pincers to re-tee a ball which falls off

the rubber tee, to save stooping.
The harness for the elbow-spreading pupil-

saves many words.
The series of charts to explain theories better -

they often save endless explaining.

The illustrated golf books on the table - again
to endorse your opinion with doubting pupils.

Assorted clubs with different grip thicknesses
and lengths of shaft - most necessary.

A screen, to show stills and to project films, my
own and those of pupils - not fully appreciated.

A mirror, full-length, very necessary to all
teachers.

A large thick coconut mat - these are costly
and very expendable, but not better than rubber.

A long-shafted wooden hammer (to keep heads
down!) to demonstrate with for the knocking in
of the nail, and to illustrate to those who have
never realized that a teed golf ball is hit along and

. not always pinched with a downward hit.
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The Duke of Windsor is one of the world's keenest
golfers. He loves practising and during the past
forty odd years has played with and had lessons
from many of the game's top players. I do not
know whether his garden comes before his golf, but
he loves both. When this picture was taken, we
were spectating at the St Cloud Country Club, Paris.
He is quite a student of the game and enjoys his
practice sessions; he enjoyed learning to 'hit and
stop' one day, as a way to building up impact speed.



When the left wrist comes to within six inches of the
center line stop it there, absolutely and c01rnpletely. Now
by the wrist action snap the club head down and thru the
center line as far as you cart, but do not let the left hand
pass thru this line. At first do this exercise very easily
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When the left wrist comes to within six inches of the
center line stop it there, absolutely ancl com,pletely. Now
by the wrist action snap the club head down and thru the
center line as far as you cali, but do not let the left han(l
pass thru this line. At first do this exercise very easily
or you may hurt your left wrist; as you become better
acquainted with the action increase the force with which
you snap the club head thru.

This exercise is about as pleasant as the doctor's
medicine, but it is the price you have to pay for getting
into bad habits. Just be a good soldier and take your
medicine, you want to cure your slice, and this exercise
will certainly do it. It will increase your distance tremen-
dously by teaching you to let your club head go thrn 011
time and with a snap. Do not overlook these points "vith
regard to the position you are to end this exercise in, and
remember that the nine all important points are:

1 Two thirds of your body weight is to be on the left
leg;

2 Your head is to be kept absolutely still and ill its
proper place;

3 The left hip is to be out to·wards the direction of
play;

4 The right shoulder is to be down below the level of
the left shoulder;

5 The right heel is to be off the ground yet kept ill,
i. e. not turned out;

6 The club head is to be carried well thru and up by
the action of the wrists;

7 The club shaft is to be pointed straight down the
middle of the fainvay or direction of play;

8 Your back is to be facing slightly towards the
direction of play; and

9 The left hand is to be stopped short of the center
line and is to stay there. (See Illustration on
page 223).

ow repeat the exercise. At first you "viIIthink yon
are going to break your left wrist, but just go easy and



Wrist Power Greatest speed producer. The left
wrist should be the axis of all wrist action. Therefore,
the right hand must work about the left, and, because
the left wrist is a fulcrum of the wrist action, the grip
with the left hand must be firmer than with the right.

The right hand has a great deal of work to do, but its
work is entirely different from that of the left hand.
The right hand guides the club head, controls the club
face and delivers the blow. At first thought this might
seem all there is to be done, but there is something else
and of far greater importance-which has to be done by
the left hand - Unite the Chain of Levers. At the
moment of impact the left arm and club are like one solid
lever from the left shoulder down to the club head. The
left hand is the connecting link between the player and
the club; it is a part of the lever. The strength of the
lever must be greater than the power that operates it.

The right hand does not have to grip hard in order to
guide or push the club thru. The left must, because the
right hand delivers its blow against the left. I do not
mean to underestimate the work of the right hand. On
the contrary the right hand has much work to do,
but that work is not to grip the club tightly. To do so
would not only spoil its own work, but it would spoil the
looseness and freedom of the wrists and possibly render
the left wrist incapable of functioning as a fulcrum and
all wrist action would be destroyed.



AUTHOR'S GENEALOGY
The articles contained herein are the result of the life study handed

down by many generations.
"Old" Willie Dunn, the famous Professional Golfer of Mussel-

burgh, * Scotland, who played in the Great Golf Match of 1849 with
his brother Jamie Dunn against Allen Robertson and Tom Morris for
four hundred pounds sterling a side, was the father of the yet more
famous Tom Dunn of North Berwick, Scotland, who from the time he
was 20 years old till he died at the age of 52 was universally aclmowl-
edged the leading authority on golf. I am the youngest son of Tom
Dunn. I was born at North Berwick, Scotland, March 11th, in the
year 1882 and, as my forefathers did, I cut my first teeth on a
golf club.

On my mother's side were the Gourlays of Musselburgh, and
my mother, Isabella Gourlay, true to her family traditions, was the
greatest woman golfer of her day. Her father, J olm Gourlay, was
the famous leather and feather golf ball maker. He was also a golfer
of great renown.
"Old" Willie Dunn, Musselburgh John Gourlay, Musselburgh

Father of Father of
I I

Tom Dunn, North Berwick Isabella Gourlay, Musselburgh
Father of Mother of

I ~ I
I

Seymour Dunn
Back farther still on my mother's side there was a Douglas

Gourlay, who was appointed teacher of golf to James V of Scotland.
All these family connections have been of much help in preparing me
for the chief object of my life, which is to get down to the very root
of this great problem, "The Fundamentals of Golf". I have not
indulged in practicing my own play for the capture of championship
honors but have devoted myself to studying the science of the game,
and analyzing every detail connected with it. I chose the work of a
teacher as the best field for study, for there all manner of questions
arise and have to be met with a perfectly clear, correct and under-
standable explanation. In the twenty years that I have been teaching
Golf, I must have given as many golf lessons as, if not more
than, any other teacher that ever lived, and T hope among you, my dear
children, there will arise at least one, a wielder of the club able to
uphold the name of Dunn.



I was very pleased to present to Golf House (in
New York City, home of the U.S.G.A.) for their
museum, the putter I used in the Open Champion-
ship, which I won in 1934 at Sandwich. This old
aluminium-headed putter, stamped Claude Gray,
Beckenham, had a very bent shaft - curved, as
was the fashion, to give a sort of centre line to the
face. It was light in weight, flat of lie, and I putted
best 'off the nose' of it.

Joe C. Dey, the executive director of the U.S.G.A.,
is with me outside Golf House.



The left hand and
arm takes the hit.
This is a photo-
graph by Pierre
Coni vet, from St
Cloud, Paris, snap-
ped at 1/2500 of a
second. An error of
1° in this No. 2
iron shot 'impact
squaring up' means
that the ball will
be 20- 30 feet off
line.


